Exams and Grading:
Midterm 1: %30
Midterm 2: %30
Final Exam: %40

Class Conduct:

(1) **Cell phones and computers** must be switched off and put away. You are not to make or receive any calls, text messages, or use your tablet computers while in class. All electronic devices are very distracting and affect your ability to concentrate. Either put them away, turn them off or do not enter the classroom.

(2) **Attendance** will NOT be taken in the Lectures and Problem Sessions.

(3) **Please do not be late:** the lecture starts at 15:30 pm and I expect you to be in the classroom. I have the right not to allow a student to attend my lecture if he/she is repeatedly late.

(4) **During the lecture** you cannot leave the classroom unless there is a medical emergency.

Course content: The fundamental concepts of logic such as statement, argument, premise, conclusion, inference, truth, falsity, validity, and invalidity; elements of propositional and predicate logic; conjunction, disjunction and negation of statements; truth tables for complex statements; logical equivalence; tautologies and contradictions; universal and existential quantifiers; truth trees; proof methods
**Makeup Policy:** There will be no makeup exam for the midterms. If you miss a midterm with

(i) a medical excuse (and a report approved by the university’s committee, which appears in KUAIS) or

(ii) an excuse approved by the Dean’s Office

then your final exam grade will be substituted for your midterm grade.

**Academic Dishonesty:** If a student is caught cheating in an exam, (s)he will be punished according to the YOK regulations. These consist of one or two semesters of prohibition from attending the university.